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President’s File

I WOULD LIKE TO start by recognizing
Richard Corzo’s leadership and commit-

ment to DACS as its president for the past
4 years. He has worked
relentlessly to arrange
our general meetings
and slide shows,
hosted the Apple SIG,
co-hosted the Mobile
SIG, and undertaken
countless other roles for
all of us at DACS. For-
tunately for DACS, he
has offered to help me

ease into my role as your new president.

Who I am, and a short
history of DACS

I have been involved with computer user
groups for nearly 35 years, and held leader-
ship roles in the Danbury Osborne Group
(DOG) and Western Connecticut Microcom-
puter User Group (WCMUG),  which joined
forces to embrace the personal computer. We
then merged with a Brookfield-based  group
(DAUG) to form Danbury Area Computer
Society, of which I was elected president. In
1994 we invited the Apple user group to be-
come part of DACS and transform itself into
the Apple SIG.  DACS grew from a combined
membership of 50 to nearly 1000 members
before I stepped down as president nearly
five years later, in 1995. Alas, family and ca-
reer needed my attention and kept me from
being active until recently.

DACS grew because of a lot of hard
but rewarding work by many people who
had a common vision for it. We went
through our share of growing pains and
quickly grew out of two other venues be-
fore we had the good fortune to be offered
the Danbury Hospital auditorium on a regu-
lar basis. Shortly after this we were able to
negotiate a permanent “club house” (Re-
source Center) with the city of Danbury, in

part because of our involvement in the com-
munity. I believe we can generate the same
kind of excitement and enthusiasm all over
again, fill the auditorium on a regular basis,
and expand the number of SIGs. But it will
take some hard work and more of you to
step up to get involved, even if just for 1 or 2
hours a month. You will be greatly rewarded
as you see the results of your efforts.

Current opportunities
I see my role as DACS chief ambassador

and orchestrator, ultimately responsible for
everything that happens or doesn’t happen
at DACS, and accountable to every one of
you and the board of directors. I strongly
believe in delegating as much as possible
and offering to those people who take on
responsibilities the spotlight and credit
deserved for what they accomplish. We have
a very active board of directors and I look to
them for guidance while resisting the temp-
tation to use the Board as a volunteer pool.

I don’t know how Richard Corzo was
able to handle all the roles he took upon
himself. I know my limitations and one of
the first roles that absolutely must be off
loaded is that of program chair. This per-
son will be responsible for contacting
potential speakers, coordinating meeting
events, and lining up individuals to write
previews and reviews of the events. This
person will solicit ideas from all of you, and
from the board of directors, and as the title
implies, may have a staff to lighten the load
and possibly look into special events or
joint activities with other organizations. I
know someone out there is up to the task.

We also need a public relations person
to proactively promote DACS and its activi-
ties by getting out in front of the press, so-
cial networks, and other organizations…
someone who is always looking for an op-
portunity to get our name out there. I would
especially want this person to be active with
social networking such as Facebook,
Google+, Twitter, Meetup and LinkedIn, and
how best to use them to spread the word.
Perhaps even start a SIG… Any takers?

Upcoming Event
This month Dr. John Patrick will deliver

his vision of “The Future of Healthcare and
the Internet.” I hope all of you can come to
watch John’s presentation. I sent a message
to you last week to encourage you to print
and distribute posters to publicize this event.
I hope you were able to do so. I want so
much to pack the auditorium again for a num-
ber of reasons. Bring your friends and co-
workers. I’m sure they will enjoy the presen-
tation and perhaps become members of the
DACS family.

Dick Gingras
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Our former telephone HelpLine has been replaced by our web-based DACS
Community Forum at http://forum.dacs.org. We have topic-specific forums where
DACS members can post questions. Questions may be answered by SIG leaders
or other DACS members. If none of the categories fit your question, just post it to
the Ask DACS forum.

Topic Forum

.NET Programming ASP.Net and C#VB.Net SIG

Digital cameras/scanners/image processing Digital Imaging SIG

Content Management Systems Drupal SIG

Linux Linux SIG

Mac and iPhone/iPad/iPod touch Apple SIG

PC maintenance PC Maintenance SIG

Smartphones & Tablets Mobile Devices SIG

Virtual machine software Virtual Computing SIG

Desktop publishing and website design Web Site Design SIG

Windows Windows SIG

A meeting of your board of directors
was held on Wednesday, April 2,

2014. Attending were : Richard Corzo,
Dick Gingras, Bert Goff, Lisa Leifels, Jim
Scheef and Richard Teasdale. The meet-
ing was called to order at 7:20 PM.

The minutes of last meeting were
accepted.

TTTTTrrrrreasureasureasureasureasurer’er’er’er’er’s Rs Rs Rs Rs Reeeeeporporporporporttttt
March 2014

Balance on hand 3/1/14 $3,414.93

INCOME

Dues    $222.22
Website Ads      $87.09
Total Income:    $309.31

EXPENSES
Newsletter Postage      $93.80
Newsletter Printing      $78.00
Renewal Postcard Postage      $18.36
Resource Center Phone & Internet     $71.63
Resource Center Keys        $5.86
Total Expenses    $267.65

Balance on hand 3/31/14  $3,456.59

Old Business
1. General meetings

• April 1: Android-Jeff Postolowski,
WCSU. Preview: Richard Corzo, Re-
view: Richard Teasdale

• May 6: John Patrick-State of the
Internet.  Preview: Andy Woodruff,
Review: Steve Harkness

• Possible future topics:

° Cloud Computing is a topic that
may be possible for the June general
meeting.  Jim mentioned that two of
our guests volunteered to do a pre-
sentation on Cloud Computing.  Jim
thought the presentation should be
targeted to desktop computer users.

° Digital cameras - Discuss higher
end digital cameras and what features
are most important.  This topic is a
possibility for the July general meet-
ing.  Explanation of what they have
that you don't get in a phone, etc.
What is RAW mode, HDR, sensor
size, what causes noise, etc.  Andy
could do a presentation on this, but
not in the immediate future.  Richard

Directors’ Notes

Directors’ Notes, Cont. on page 11
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Android
By Richard Teasdale

Meeting Review

THE TOPIC OF THE evening at the
DACS general meeting for April 2014
was the Android operating system.

Our speaker was Jeff Postolowski, an en-
terprise administrator at Western Connecti-
cut State University. Jeff has wide experi-
ence of operating systems (OSs) for many
computing platforms, especially mobile de-
vices.

Android, owned by Google,
is one of the main OSes
for mobile devices, the
others being Apple’s
iOS and Microsoft’s
Windows. Jeff’s pre-
sentation compared
and contrasted the
OSs, particularly An-
droid against iOS.

After outlining his
professional experience,
Jeff described himself as a
hacker (in the good sense). Since
Apple is very limiting in terms of
what it allows users to do with their
devices, he has done lots of hacking of
iPhones to make them function in ways not
intended by Apple. He now favors Android
because it does not place the same anti-hack-
ing restrictions on the user that iOS does.

In response to an audience question,
Jeff explained that “hacking” is not per se
a bad activity. However, some hackers seek
to use “exploits” to steal from others, vio-
late privacy, etc. In contrast, “White Hat”
hackers want only to get the maximum util-
ity from a computing device, regardless of
the vendor’s software restrictions and de-
sire to control its users.

Android is an OS built on the Linux
kernel. Any device that can run Linux can
run Android. Jeff reviewed the various ver-
sions of Android that have come out since
the product was first released. They have
colorful names like Cupcake, Eclair, Ice
Cream Sandwich, etc. Successive versions
of Android added support for more and
more hardware platforms, notably phones
and tablets. The current version is KitKat,
which is on par with what the iPhone of-
fers today.

KitKat offers support for Chromecast
which, like Apple TV, is a device that en-
ables video streaming to a TV.

A major difference between Android
and iOS is that Android allows the user to
do pretty much whatever he or she wants

with regard to apps. Apps that have been
downloaded are completely under the
user’s control. Backups can be made on
both platforms, of course, but for iOS, back-
ups to the Apple cloud server are not true
backups since Apple simply records the
fact that the user has an app. A restore
would be done by re-downloading the app

from a master copy held by
Apple, not by restoring
the user’s own personal
copy of the app. If
Apple decides to dis-
continue an app, the
user will have no way
of restoring it from the
Apple cloud server.

iOS has no file
manager, whereas An-
droid does. Apple
has done a very

good job of hiding the file
system of an iOS device

from the user. The files are
there but they are

“siloed” by application. In contrast, an
Android user can see his files and easily
copy them to another location for backup,
e.g. a flash drive.

Android is open-source whereas iOS
is not. Developer access to Android is
easier - it is free. iOS developer access
costs $99. However, the application base
for iOS is larger than that of Android
because iOS has been in existence for
longer. But Android is catching up and
is now close to overtaking iOS in terms
of the total number of apps available.

The bottom line is that Android and
iOS appeal to different groups of users.
iOS is for users who want a turnkey prod-
uct - people who want something that
“just works”, without having to deal with
technical details. Apple’s products pro-
vide solutions for needs that have been
pre-chosen and analyzed by the vendor.
Android products better suit users who
wish to make their own decisions about
the solutions they need.

For users who decide to switch plat-
form, there are a number of software aids
available, some free, some for purchase,
which can transport settings, contact
info, e-mail addresses, etc. from iOS to
an Android device.

Jeff feels that Microsoft has done a
pretty good job with Windows phone -

the big drawback is that not many apps
are available (yet).

Another major area in which mobile
device OSs differ is security. Malware
affects everyone. In terms of security,
Apple wins hands-down; Android is in-
herently more vulnerable because of its
open design. Also, Google doesn’t moni-
tor the Android app store like Apple
monitors theirs. If Apple discovers
malware in an app, they will not only
make it unavailable, they actually remove
it from the devices of users who have
downloaded it. Anti-virus software is
unnecessary on an iPhone whereas it is
absolutely essential on an Android
phone. For Android devices, Jeff recom-
mends Symantec’s free anti-virus soft-
ware. In response to an audience ques-
tion, Jeff explained that he doesn’t rec-
ommend AVG. Although free, its quality
has not been as well maintained as that
of competing products.

Asked to say whether or not it’s safe
to do online banking on a phone, Jeff
stated that it depends on whether the
user has “good” data practices. Good
data practices include the avoidance of
random web browsing, not allowing chil-
dren to play with the phone, and having
up-to-date anti-virus software installed.

Jeff’s best-practice recommendations
for Android phone users include: (1) in-
stall anti-virus software (preferably
Symantec), (2) install the latest firmware
(major vendors do it automatically but some
others do not), (3) use the Chrome browser,
(4) treat the battery well, and (5) watch out
for suspicious notifications.

Treating the battery well means that
when the phone is new, it should be charged
completely, then not charged again until
the battery is completely depleted. Jeff also
recommended that a phone being charged
not be used if at all possible. Walmart and
Best Buy sell bluetooth-enabled phones
that “pair” to a regular phone and allow
the latter to be used to answer incoming
cellphone calls. That way, the phone being
charged does not have to be used to an-
swer the calls.

The Amazon Kindle is another ex-
ample of an Android device, however
some of the standard Android functions
are disabled, e.g. use of the app store.
For some users, therefore, a standard
Android tablet would be a better choice,
however, Kindle devices have very good
security.

Jeff concluded the presentation with
a demonstration of Android running on
his laptop, using a version of Android
called vmlite 4.0.
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Meeting Preview

Dr. John Patrick –
“The Future of Healthcare and the Internet”

By Andy Woodruff

WE ARE HONORED TO welcome
John Patrick back to DACS for
his 22nd annual presentation!

John served as IBM’s Vice President of
Internet Technology, and
many consider him a guru
about future trends related
to the web and the Internet.
John is a Fellow of the In-
stitute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, a
senior member of the As-
sociation of Computing
Machinery, and a member
of the American College of
Healthcare Executives. He
was a founding member of
both the Global Internet Project and the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). He
served as a board member at Danbury
Hospital and Western Connecticut
Health Network, and currently is a board
member of the Online Computer Library
Center, and Mediabistro, Inc., and is a
member of the Wesconn Biomedical Re-
search Advisory Council.  John is presi-
dent of Attitude, LLC and the author of
Net Attitude.

In recent years, John has focused his
own personal energy on the impact of
the Internet on healthcare. He believes
that healthcare quality and healthcare
delivery methods can be dramatically
improved by use of Internet-connected
devices. Not that areas other than
healthcare might not also benefit as we
get more connected … but John believes
that healthcare in particular will be es-
pecially improved. Hence he is putting
his own energy in this direction.

John has just completed a doctorate
in health administration at the Univer-
sity of Phoenix. The title of his disserta-
tion is: The Effect of Cardionet Home
Telemonitoring for Congestive Heart
Failure Patients: An Observational Re-
search Study. We could have expected
that his dissertation topic would relate
to his Internet connected theme!

We have heard John describe the
Internet as “fast, always on, everywhere,
natural, intelligent, easy, and trusted”.
Surely we will hear these words again.
We have also heard him describe Internet
usage as being “in its infancy” or “at
the adolescent stage” – as there are

many ways in which the Internet could
be utilized but are not yet realized. It
will be interesting to hear John’s cur-
rent thoughts about the extent of

Internet uti l ization in
healthcare, where he thinks
this will eventually go, and
when we might expect to
see various kinds of
Internet-related healthcare
innovations start to ap-
pear.

We can expect John to
comment about home health
care monitoring, new medi-
cal devices such as wear-
able devices that connect to

the Internet, personalized healthcare from
our genomes, and “e-prescriptions and e-
dispensing”.

If we are lucky, we may also hear
John’s thoughts about Internet topics not
directly in the healthcare field. Will we hear
his thoughts about the impact of the
Internet on magazines and books? Or per-
haps about threats to net neutrality? Or
about BitCoin?

You can read John’s blog at
patrickWeb.com or follow him on Twitter
@johnrpatrick.

Ever wanted to ask a question
and get an answer without waiting
for the next general meeting? How
about sharing news with other
DACS members, or communicat-
ing with fellow participants in a SIG
you attend?

The DACS Community Forum
(http://www.dacs.org/forum/) is
another benefit of being a DACS
member, and it’s open 24/7. Once
you register there you'll be able to
post questions, answers, and com-
ments. You can even set up an RSS
subscription to be notified of
updates to the forums.

Try out the DACS forum
today!

DACS Community
Forum
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Special Interest Groups

SIG NOTES: May 2014SIG NOTES: May 2014SIG NOTES: May 2014SIG NOTES: May 2014SIG NOTES: May 2014
Apple. Focuses on all aspects of the Mac and iPhone
operating systems.
Contact: Richard Corzo (macsig@dacs.org).
Meets 2nd Monday, 7 p.m. at DACS Resource Center.
Next Meeting: May 12

Digital Imaging. All about digital cameras, retouching, and
printing using various programs.
Contact: Ken Graff at 203 648-9747 (thedigitalwiz@gmail.com).
Meets last  Wednesday, 7 p.m.at the DACS Resource Center.
Next Meeting:  May 28

Drupal. Covers all things on Drupal, the open source
content management system (CMS).
Contact: Jim Scheef (jscheef@dacs.org).
Meets on the second Thursday at 7:00 p.m. at the DACS
Resource Center, or go to the DACS Community Forum
(http://www.dacs.org/forum/) within the Members  only area.
Next meeting: May 8

Jobs. Networking and  jobs search
Contact: Charles Bovaird, 203-792-7881 (aam@ mags.net).
Go to DACS Community Forum (http://forum.dacs.org for
job listings.

Linux. Helps in installing and maintaining the Linux operating
system.  Also of interest to Apple owners using OS X.

Contact: Dave Mawdsley, linuxsig@dacs.org
Meets 3rd Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. at the DACS Resource Center.
Next Meeting: May 21

Mobile Devices/Windows 8. Focuses on smartphones, tab-
lets, and e-readers of all makes and models.

Contact: Richard Corzo and Jim Scheef (Mobilesig@dacs.org)

Meets 4th Thursday 7 p.m. at the DACS Resource Center

Next Meeting: May 22

PC Maintenance. Review of PC hardware and OpSys
maintenance and use.
Contact: Charles Bovaird, 203-792-7881 (aam@ mags.net).
Go to DACS Community Forum (http://forum.dacs.org).

Server. Explores Back Office server and client applica-
tions, including Win NT Servers and MS Outlook. SIG is
on hiatus and presently merged into the Drupal SIG.
Contact: Jim Scheef (jscheef@telemarrksys.com), or go
to the DACS Community Forum: http://www.dacs.org/fo-
rum/, within the Members-only area

Web Design and DTP. Learn about Adobe software for
web, graphics and desktop publishing.
Contact: Annette van Ommeren (avo@annagraphics.com).
Meets 3rd Tuesday, 7-9 p.m. at the DACS Resource Center.

Next Meeting:  May 20

SIG News & Events

Apple. In April I talked about my recent project to replace the
hard drive in my MacBook Pro with a solid-state drive (SSD).
My objective was two-fold: to increase the storage capacity,
since I had only 10 GB free space on my hard drive, and to gain
a speed improvement from using the SSD, which uses flash
storage and has no moving parts.

I found an SSD on the Crucial (http://www.crucial.com)
website, which also sells RAM upgrades. They make it easy
by allowing you to look up compatible drives based on the
manufacturer and model of your computer. There is a visual
step-by-step tutorial and suggested tools you might need.
Here's the guide I found for my MacBook Pro: http://
gu ides .c ruc ia l .com/Guide/MacBook+Pro+15- Inch+
U n i b o d y + L a t e + 2 0 0 8 + a n d + E a r l y + 2 0 0 9 + S S D +
Installation/316. One tool I didn't have was a Torx screwdriver.
They had a link to purchase one from iFixit (http://ifixit.com),
although it's probably also possible to buy one from your local
hardware store.

To get back up and running I installed OS X Mavericks,
and restored my data and applications from a Time Machine
backup. However I noticed that some drivers for older devices,
like my Canon flatbed scanner, were not available. Since I still
had a Mountain Lion installation on an external drive, I decided
to backtrack by starting over with a fresh install of Mountain

Lion on the SSD and transferring the settings (which included
drivers) from the Mountain Lion installation on the external drive.
Then I upgraded the Mountain Lion installation on my SSD to
Mavericks, and finally transferred data and applications from
my (Mavericks) Time Machine backup.

After installing the SSD and restoring the software to run
on it, I did notice an immediate increase in speed when boot-
ing the laptop and when starting heavy applications like
Dreamweaver. A colleague at work had also led me to expect
an increase in battery life, but it seemed like it had gotten a little
worse. He suggested that the machine just needed to be
recalibrated to the new drive, so we'll see if just drawing down
the battery and recharging it will take care of that. In any case
the speed increase was well worth it.

Mobile Devices. In March I brought in my TiVo (http://
www.tivo.com) to demonstrate how to watch YouTube videos
on your TV, as described in my newsletter article (http://
www.dacs.org/archive/2014-03/feature1.htm). I had the TiVo
connected to a display monitor with an HDMI cable to simulate
the connection to an HDTV. The TiVo is just one example of a
device (in this case a DVR) connected to your TV that may have
a YouTube app running on it. You might have a streaming video

SIG News Cont.on page  9
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May 2014
Danbury Area Computer Society

General Meeting
7:00 PM

Web Design& DTP

Annette
van Ommeren
7:00 - 9:00 PM

avanommeren@dacs.org

Drupal
7:00 PM

Jim Scheef
860-355-0034

Linux
7:30 -9:30 PM
Dave Mawdsley

linuxsig@dacs.org

Apple
7:00 PM

Richard Corzo
macsig@dacs.org

DACS.DOC
Deadline

Board of
Directors
7:00 PM

Mobile Devices
7:00 PM

Jim Scheef &
Richard Corzo

mobilesig@dacs.org

Digital Imaging
7:00 PM

Ken Graff
203 648-9747

thedigitalwiz@gmail.com

1- 5 PM
APCUG 2014

Spring
Virtual

Technology
Conference
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The Web of Unintended Consequences
by Greg Skalka

Internet History

FOR ALL THOSE NEW high school
graduates out there, the World Wide
Web has been around all of their

lives. Even most new college grads have
never known a time without the web.
Though the Internet, a global computer net-
work, has existed since
the 1960s, the World Wide
Web has existed publicly
for only 20 years. Tim
Berners-Lee, then an em-
ployee of the European
nuclear research organi-
zation CERN, created the
framework for linked in-
formation in 1989; it went
into the public domain on April 30, 1993.
Berners-Lee hosted the first website on a
NeXT computer with the intent to allow
physicists around the world to share infor-
mation. To commemorate the anniversary,
CERN has resurrected that first web page,
which explained the basics of the web and
how to use it (see http://info.cern.ch/
hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html).

I wonder if Tim Berners-Lee could
have anticipated the impact the web has
had on life today. While he no doubt in-
tended it to be a space to exchange in-
formation, fostering creativity and col-
laboration, the fact that it has become
so much more has me considering the
unintended consequences of his cre-
ation. What do we now have, 20 years
later, as a result of that first web page,
and what price have we paid?

Whole industries have been created
and fortunes made (and lost) in servic-
ing the web. Our lives have been made
easier, and the world has been made a
smaller and more interconnected place
by the resources available to anyone on
the planet (and even on the International
Space Station) from the World Wide
Web. Though there are great global ben-
efits in the free exchange of information
it provides (at least in most countries),
even helping to topple repressive gov-
ernments, some would argue there are
also detrimental consequences to its
spread. The web has made good and use-
ful information freely available to any-
one with Internet access, but it has also
allowed those with bad ideas, racist atti-
tudes and radical goals to put their views
and information before a worldwide au-
dience. As with any new environment, it

didn't take long for criminal activity to
find it, and for governments to look at it
as a new battlefield.

The World Wide Web could be thought
of as an application running on the Internet,
and while it is not the only Internet service

typically in use today, it
enables or enhances the
use of most others.
Although email and
streaming media don't re-
quire the web, most
people access them
through it. It is hard to
imagine social media and
web commerce without

the web.
A great deal of new wealth has come

into the world as a result of the web, not
even counting that from ecommerce. The
web provided a primary reason for per-
sonal computer use and fueled the
expansion of the fledgling personal
computer industry.

Without the web, there would have
been no "browser wars", and all those
Netscape employees would have been
without jobs. Today most computer us-
ers would cringe at having to use dial-
up Internet access; the need for web
connection has driven a worldwide
broadband infrastructure expansion.
New telecom technologies have been de-
veloped and the companies that pro-
moted them have prospered as a result
of this demand for web access, especially
mobile access. Our own San Diego
economy has benefited greatly from this
infrastructure build-out driven by the
need for improved web connections.
Qualcomm pioneered new cell phone
technologies that now carry more data
than voice traffic, and have developed
new processors that power
smartphones. ViaSat in Carlsbad is plan-
ning to develop and launch their second
satellite to help provide cheaper broad-
band satellite service to areas of North
America not served by wired broadband.
All that economic development and the
related benefits (like jobs) that it pro-
vides are the result of Berners-Lee's de-
velopment twenty years ago.

The popularity of mobile computing,
using laptops, netbooks, smartphones
and tablets, came out of the use of the
web. What would be the point of having

a tablet or smartphone, devices prima-
rily oriented towards consumption of
content, if the World Wide Web were not
there to provide that content? Devices
like the Chromebook, which are pretty
much useless without web access, and
concepts like cloud storage exist only
because of the web. Big technology com-
panies like Apple, Intel and Microsoft
owe a lot of their success to the exist-
ence of the web.

Google, of course, is the best example
of economic success driven by the web,
as a search engine is unnecessary if there
is no web to search. The concept of mak-
ing money from web advertising was
another unintended consequence of the
web's development.

E-commerce was probably unantici-
pated by Berners-Lee, yet it has grown
into a significant economic factor world-
wide. The ability to easily comparison
shop products from all over the globe is
definitely a great benefit, one that has
become so popular that it is sometimes
blamed for the demise of traditional
"brick and mortar" stores. Today's po-
litical battles over taxes on Internet sales
would not be happening were it not for
e-commerce on the web. So many per-
sonal and financial tasks can now be
more easily performed on the web, in-
cluding paying bills, registering to vote,
booking travel and applying for college.
Web banking has revolutionized per-
sonal finance and the banking industry,
providing greater competition in the in-
dustry (including web-only banks), but
no doubt costing jobs in local branches.

Without the web, there would be no
YouTube, no Facebook, no Google
Maps, no iTunes and no eBay. All these
beneficial things owe their existence to
the web, yet there are also unintended
consequences, many of the quite detri-
mental,  to all that information so easily
accessible.

Could Berners-Lee have anticipated
the growth in Internet porn facilitated by
the World Wide Web?  Or how much time
people might waste on Facebook?  Or
how much deception might go on in
online dating site profiles?  Or how much
productivity is lost by employers each
year on Cyber Monday, the Monday af-
ter Thanksgiving, when employees are
lured by marketers into shopping online
from work?  Cybercrime, cyber bullying,
cyber-attacks; these are all unintended
consequences of having the World Wide
Web. Unfortunately, along with the ben-
efit of web page links that take you to
the information you want are corrupted
links that hijack your browser and take
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you to undesirable sites, or facilitate the
loading of malware on your computer. With
useful web access also come denial of ser-
vice attacks, where groups or individuals
with malicious intent attempt to make web
sites unavailable to intended users.

With more and more business and in-
frastructure information and systems
connected to and accessible through the
web, the threat of misuse of that infor-
mation and access becomes greater.
Cyber spying by criminals and govern-
ments unfriendly to our own is costly to
businesses,  individuals and our
country's economic and military security.
There are legitimate concerns about ter-
rorist threats to our infrastructure
through cyber attacks. Investigations
into recent terrorist acts often lead to
web sites where groups hostile to our
country and our way of life promote their
views, recruit members and provide how-
to information on bomb making and other
terrorist tactics.

The cyber threat is so significant that
our own military has a specific branch
devoted to cyber security and warfare,
the U.S. Cyber Command. Our adversar-
ies are increasing their hostile cyber ac-
tivities, requiring us to fund a growing
cyber capability for our defense in that
arena.

On a personal front, the presence of
the web has had unintended consequences
for my finances. In addition to all the per-
sonal financial benefits I've received  from
the web, there are added costs as well. All
that connectivity comes at a price. For me
that cost is around $100 a month, for cable
Internet access at home and smartphone
data plan expenses for family members. My
own personal security costs add up as well.
While viruses and malware can be spread
through removable media and emails, a lot
of the threat comes from the web. Would I
need to have so many antivirus and anti-
malware programs if the web didn't exist?
Would I need to go to such great lengths

to keep track of hundreds of unique and
complex passwords to protect my finan-
cial and personal information in all my
web-based accounts?  Would I need to
worry about doing everything right in
terms of cyber security but still having
my identity stolen by criminals that
hacked the web site of a careless online
merchant I purchased from?

With each anniversary of the World
Wide Web, we should be grateful to Tim
Berners-Lee for all the benefits the web has
brought us. It has profoundly changed our
lives and culture, mostly for the good. We
must also be aware that almost everything
that seems good comes with unintended
consequences.

GREG SKALKA is president, Under the Computer
Hood User Group, CA (www.uchug.org;
president (at) uchug.org).

IT'S PROBABLY SAFE TO say that
 everyone has copied text from a web
page at some time and pasted it into an

email or into a Word-like program. So, of
course, you can relate to my dismay of past-
ing the type complete with its formatting
riding piggyback on it.

I always have to stop what I'm doing
and unformat and reformat the type, so it
blends in with what I'm working on.

I can hear "old timers" yelling,
"Notepad! Use Notepad!"

That's true. And, it's a good option. I'm
using Windows XP (still), so I have a short-
cut to Notepad on my Start menu. It's very
easy to click on Start while I have my browser
open and click to open Notepad to paste the
web text, then recopy it from Notepad, and
repaste the text into a document.

But, I found a simpler method.

Really. There is no learning curve.

I only have to click once after copy-
ing from a webpage and then I can imme-
diately paste unformatted text into any-
thing anywhere!

With our typical complicated programs
to work with, this just doesn't seem pos-
sible. Or, maybe alchemy might be involved!

The short of it is that this is true, no
hocus pocus. It is possible with a tiny pro-

gram called Get Plain Text.
It's only 70Kb and it doesn't add an icon

to your system tray or grab any memory
when you use it.

It works in less than a second to re-
move text formatting, including fonts, sizes,
colors, and embedded images. It just leaves
plain text.

Download the program from the
developer's webpage (clipdiary.com) at
http://bit.ly/1bzFuea or a secondary down-
load site at http://www.softpedia.com/get/
PORTABLE-SOFTWARE/Office/Clip-
board/Portable-Get-Plain-Text.shtml.
Save it to your preferred disk location. Click
on the program to run it.

Add the icon that launches Get Plain
Text to your Quick Launch bar or favorite
program launcher.

I keep it on my Quick Launch bar. As
soon as I copy something to the clip-
board, I click on the Get Plain Text icon.
Then, I paste the text anywhere I desire.
That's it.

When I use Get Plain Text, no win-
dow opens. There are no dialog boxes or
preferences to select. There are no flags,
bells, or whistles to tell me it is finished.
It simply works fast, silently, and unob-
trusively.

What else? …Oh, yeah. It's free!

Get Plain Text
By Linda Gonse

Word Processing

This article was published in the June 2013
issue, Drive Light, and is distributed for re-
print by APCUG user groups

box (like a Roku), a Blu-ray player, a
gaming console, or a smart TV
(meaning Internet-connected), that
has a YouTube app on it.

It's possible to search for videos us-
ing your remote control and select-
ing letters from an on-screen key-
board, but my purpose was to show
an easier way using your
smartphone or tablet .  Your TV
YouTube app may have the ability to
pair itself with your mobile device's
YouTube app, so that you can select
videos from the mobile device, and
choose to play them on your TV.

A lot of questions came up about the
TiVo itself. It requires a CableCARD
from your cable company-the first
one is normally free. You have to
subscribe to the TiVo programming
guide, but then you don't have to pay
to rent your DVR from the cable com-
pany. You still have to pay for the
cable service to receive the chan-
nels you want. In addition to being a
better way to record TV programs,
the TiVo has a few popular apps in-
cluding Netflix, YouTube, Amazon
Instant Video, and the Pandora mu-
sic service.

LINDA GONSE is editor & webmaster, Orange
County PC Users' Group, CA (www.orcopug.
org; editor (at) orcopug.org). This article was
published in the October 2013 issue, Nibbles
& Bits, and is distributed for reprint by other
user groups.

Sig Notes, Cont. from page 6
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Ask DACS

April 2014
Moderated  and reported by Jim Scheef

WE WELCOME QUESTIONS FROM the floor at the start of our General
Meetings. The role of moderator is to try to guide the discussion to a likely
solution to the problem.In addition, members who are not able to attend the

General meeting may submit questions to askdacs@dacs.org. We will ask the
question for you and post the reply in dacs.doc and on dacs.org. Please provide as
much information as possible, since we can’t probe during the session.

Q – After receiving and installing a
software program, I can no longer get
on the Internet. My system is running
Vista. Other computers in the house
have Internet access. Can I download
a new update to fix this?

A – The first step is to determine what is
broken. A member asked if the problem
computer can receive email and email
seems to be working, so the problem
now centers on Internet Explorer. The
questioner states that Internet Explorer
opens to a blank window with just the
blue title bar at the top and no menus
or web content. It then hangs at that
point. The suspect program is called
“Systweak Advanced System
Protector”. We got a good chuckle at
this program name, but it does have a
nice website and is offered at the
reduced price of $29.95. Whether it is
legitimate or not, the effect on this
computer is analogous to a browser
hijacker.  Audience members
suggested running an antivirus/
malware scan using whatever antivirus
or anti-malware program is installed on
the machine. Before you do that, I
suggest booting Windows into safe
mode by repeatedly hitting F8 as soon
as the machine’s BIOS messages
appear.  Safe mode blocks many
services and background programs
from starting which makes it more
likely that the anti-virus can scan
effectively.

A member suggested resetting
Internet Explorer back to “factory
settings” by opening the Internet
Options applet in Control Panel and
looking for the “Reset Internet
Explorer Settings” button. In Vista,
this is found on the Advanced tab.
Assuming this restores IE to a working
state, you can work on a longer term
cure. If more than one antivirus

program is actually running, uninstall
all but the one that you want to keep.
Then download either Firefox or
Chrome. Then download, install and
run Malwarebytes. The free version
is hidden but is still available. Reboot
into Safe Mode and run a full scan with
Malwarebytes. Quarantine and then
delete any threats it finds. [Note: this
is an example of why we recommend
installing a second browser. Not only
would it make clear where the problem
lies, but would make it possible to
search for a solution.]

Q – I’m still running XP and get many
invitations to install software that
will “update XP device drivers”. Is
this a good idea?

A – A member offered the advice: “Just
say no!” Personally I consider those
programs to be malware. The
likelihood of new device drivers for XP
is virtually nil  as hardware
manufacturers have zero incentive to
fix software for an out-of-date
operating system. The device driver
“model” changed with Vista and has
continued into Win8. Thus Vista
drivers have a good chance of working
on Windows 8 which gives hardware
manufacturers a good reason to
provide updates.

Q – My XP machine is not fast enough
to upgrade, so I’d like to keep it
running. I understand that Microsoft
will continue to support Security
Essentials for another year. Is this
true and will this provide sufficient
protection?

A – Post meeting research shows that
the rumor was not true and Microsoft
has ended support for Security
Essentials. An option would be to
install the free version of AVG or other
antivirus software, however, the

consensus was that this is not a good
idea. We hope to reschedule the “XP
to Ubuntu Workshop” soon. This is a
good, low-cost option to extend the
life of XP-era hardware. Another option
for email and web browsing is a tablet
like an Apple iPad.

Q – I had a weird experience with Google
Maps. Using Firefox I opened Google
Maps and instead of the map and
search window, I got the Earth with the
message to “try the new Google Maps”
plus a login form with no other option.
Has anyone else had this experience?
This “offer” continued for two days and
then was gone.

A – Generally doesn’t Google provide
an option to continue with the current
maps (or other product)? Also
requiring a login seems “un-Google”.
I fully understand the reluctance to
log into Google just to use a map.

[Disclaimer: Ask DACS questions
come from members by email or from the
audience attending the general meeting.
Answers are suggestions offered by
meeting attendees and represent a con-
sensus of those responding. DACS of-
fers no warranty as to the correctness of
the answers, and anyone following
these suggestions or answers does so
at their own risk. In other words, we
could be totally wrong!]

Do you have a burning computer
question, but can’t make it to the
meeting, or just never seem to get
your hand up in time? Email your
inquiry to Jim Scheef, the answer
guy, at askdacs@dacs. org, and
your question will be taken up at
Ask DACS at the next meeting.
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Directors’ Notes, Cont. from page 3

Corzo thought we should contact the
Candlewood Camera Club to find a
speaker.  Jim offered to come up with
a contact for the Candlewood Cam-
era Club.  Jim said he may be able to
attend their next meeting.

° Video production - How to plan
and create a video that tells a story.
Putting something up on YouTube,
or short personal videos on Vine,
Instagram, etc.  Approach WestConn
or Naugatuck to see if a student might
do it.  Perhaps for a senior project?
Andy is currently working busy on a
project, but he could potentially do a
presentation mid-to-late summer.

° We've started to do a "Meet the
SIG" segment between the Ask DACS
session and the featured presenta-
tion. We did the Mobile Devices/
Windows 8 SIG in February. Annette
will do Web Design in May. Avail-
able for future months: Drupal.

° "LifeStream" monitoring. Mike
Kaltschnee mentioned FitBit (cur-
rently available at BestBuy) or other
'wearable electronics.' Andy spoke
with Jeff Schlicht, professor of Health
Promotion & Exercise at WestConn,
about a possible presentation at
DACS re wearable electronic devices
that monitor exercise and/or body
functions. At present Jeff is not com-
mitted. Bill Saturno may have access
to someone who has Google Glass
and someone who has an Oculus Rift
(virtual reality headset).   Another
possible device that can be covered
is the Pebble Watch.

° Andy suggested a session on
creating a web site of various types:
blog, brochure, e-commerce site, etc.
- making use of such products/ser-
vices as SiteBuilder (online or on PC),
turnkey sites, etc.  Andy suggested
that as a computer group we should
do some sort of session that would
answer the question: "I think I need
a web site, what are my options?"
This might involve a "high level"
overview of the various approaches.
Andy (and to some extent Bruce)
wanted to talk about the entry level
'turnkey' systems where you must
live within the constraints of the de-
sign, where Annette is more con-
cerned about  "What happens if it
doesn't do what you want it to do?"
Annette and Andy will discuss cre-
ating an outline that describes at a

high-level what components might be
a part of a web site and the repercus-
sions they have upon the construc-
tion of the site.

° Lisa suggested a "decision
tree" presentation - "What should I
get?" - Windows or Mac, desktop, all-
in-one, notebook, tablet, or even
smartphone - Android or iOS, etc. Lots
of decisions - how to decide what
meets your needs.  We think this
would be a 'tough' presentation to pull
off but a lively session. Bruce will
concentrate on desktops, Richard
Corzo will concentrate on mobile de-
vices, Jim and Charlie will work on
defining the metrics.

° Home theater systems. Jim is in
the process of assembling one and
might be able to put together a pro-
gram based upon his experiences.
Andy will look for an independent
home theater installation company.
Comparison of services such as
Xfinity, CableVision, DirecTV etc.
Carston Stereo might be a good pros-
pect - Andy will talk to them.  Richard
wrote a newsletter article on watch-
ing YouTube on TV.

° 3D Printing - Bill Saturno may
be able to come up with a speaker for
this topic.

° Jim would like to see things like
the Raspberry Pi, Arduino etc. Jim will
see if he can find a speaker, perhaps
someone from Hackerspace.

° Andy suggested an overview of
the "app development" process.  Dis-
cussion last month followed as to how
it might be made interesting to gen-
eral populace. We did mobile app de-
velopment (iOS and Android) in No-
vember 2012.

2. Workshop

To be rescheduled at a future
date: XP to Ubuntu Linux Workshop-
Bruce Preston, David Mawdsley, Jim
Ritterbusch, Sean Henderson.  Pre-
view: Bruce Preston, Review:
________

3. CiviCRM - Jim said that as far as
usability we are in good shape and
the user data is up to date.  Richard
offered to input the data for the month
of April.  Dick suggested sending out
a welcome email to our guests.

4. APCUG - Find out from Bill Saturno
if we can get items to give out for gen-
eral meeting prizes.

5. Alarm -Jim and Charlie will remain
on the contact list. Jim is going to
call the alarm system contact to add
Dick to the contact list.

6. Bert updated the treasurer's report
to include columns for year-to-date
to supplement the current month in-
formation.

New Business

1. Dick would like to establish a Pro-
gram Committee chairperson to over-
see and be accountable to him for
lining up future presentations and
also writing the previews and re-
views for each general meeting.  The
person in this role would both sug-
gest topics and take suggestions
from the Board and general member-
ship.  Dick said he would approach
the general membership to fill this
position.

2. Dick suggested adding a QR code
to the Dacs.doc cover page point-
ing to dacs.org so that everyone
with a smart phone can easily learn
more about DACS.  He will get in
touch with Allen Ostergren to see if
this can be done for the next poster
he creates for the May general
meeting.

3. At the suggestion of some of our
members last night, we should make
the cover page of the newsletter eas-
ily available to our mailing list by in-
cluding a link to the newsletter as
soon as available. We need to en-
courage everyone to print one or
more copies of the cover sheet to
post at their supermarkets, library,
post office, etc.

4. Open Public Relations position re-
sponsible for promoting DACS
events and news items at every level
including social media. Events in-
clude all meetings/events open to
the public. News items include
things like the election of officers
(with bios and photos as appropri-
ate), election of Board members,
awards (i.e. newsletter), and any-
thing that gets the name of our group
into the public domain.

5. Dick asked Richard Teasdale to
contact all of our media resources
and make sure that we are sending
the press releases to the right
person.

Adjourned: 9:30

—Lisa Leifels



Future Events:

When you come to the next DACS meeting,
why not bring a friend?

Voice
  for
Joanie

Help give the
gift of speech

Call Frank Ruiz
at 203 770-6203

and become a
Voice for Joanie

volunteer
www.voiceforjoanie.org

dacs.doc
Danbury Area Computer Society
65 Legion Rd
New Milford, CT 06776

AugustAugustAugustAugustAugust

MayMayMayMayMay
John Patrick

State of the Internet
TBA

JJJJJuneuneuneuneune

TBA
JJJJJulululululyyyyy

TBA
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